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Abstract—Online business intelligence systems often collect the
texts from different sources, such as social media and news websites that can be heterogeneous in practice. These collections
bring the difficulties of managing and organizing the comprehensive information hidden in different texts of the system. To
more effectively organize the multisourced texts and help online
users acquire wider knowledge, we propose a business intelligence
system which integrates the multisourced texts from multisources.
Regarding in many occasions, multisourced texts share some
common contents with respect to the same topics. For example, a tweet and a news report may talk about the same event.
Therefore, our goal is to correlate such texts of different sources
with respect to the similar topics and get integrated more comprehensive information to facilitate other data mining tasks as
well as online applications. To handle the problem, we propose a
heterogeneous information network-based text aligning (HINTA)
framework in this paper. HINTA applies meta-paths to calculate
the text similarities, and constructs correlated pairs between the
two types of texts. Next, HINTA first applies anchored pairs as
bridges to combine the different types of texts. Finally, three different inference methods are employed to align the multisourced
texts. Experimental results on real-world dataset show the effectiveness and efficiency of the framework in addressing the texts
alignment problem.
Index Terms—Integrate, intelligence system, multisourced,
text.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the rapidly development of social media and
modern information technology, the construction of
online business intelligence systems (BISs) that can fuse the
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Fig. 1.

Architecture of online BISs with multisourced data.

information from multisources has been paid great attention by
numerous researchers [1]–[3]. Modern BIS often contain the
text information from various sources, and we have to clean,
correlate, and mine the data, and to store and utilize the data
for real world applications [4], [6], [13], [17]. One of the key
tasks here is to integrate the information from various sources
to get richer and cleaner information.
To do the task effectively and efficiently, one of the popular
methods is to align the data from various sources first and then
extract useful information collaboratively, that is correlating
the data from multisources for further mining [10], [19], [21].
Since modern BIS often contain the multisourced text information that can be highly correlated to each other, researchers
tend to combine them together through certain objects, words,
and labels (e.g., ratings [5], [12]). The general architecture of
online BIS is shown in Fig. 1 with four key parts: 1) the collection of multisourced data; 2) the management (or processing)
of data; 3) the repository; and 4) application of the processed
data. From the figure we can also observe that, data integration, as a widely used method in data processing, is a key step
in the processing of multisourced data. Specifically, as a step
after data collecting, the integration of multisourced data is a
collaboratively processing of the data that can more effectively
reduce the redundancy. For the next step of data storing, the
integration of multisourced data can get more valuable information to reduce the load of storing. Moreover, in real-world
applications the integrated data can be easily utilized for other
data mining tasks, such as the detection of events in BIS.
Generally, the integration of multisourced texts is critically
important for BIS.
A. Motivation
Among the methods of text integration, the approach that
correlates the multisourced texts with respect to certain topics
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Fig. 2. Toy example of the HINTA framework. Different types of texts can be transformed into HINs, and then the correlations between them can be inferred
by certain algorithms.

has rarely been studied and used for comparison to get better
business intelligence [7]. Given the texts from different sources
that are related to the same topic or event, it is very likely that
these different texts discuss different aspects of the topic or
event. The combination of different types of texts will help
us obtain comprehensive information and get a better understanding on certain issues. Therefore, taking tweets and news
articles as an example, we propose to construct an online BIS
which can integrate the multisourced texts by aligning them
with respect to certain topics. For instance, there are tweets and
news articles related to the topic of #Obamacare and #iphone,
respectively. The studied problem is how to match such texts
from different sources. As a novel idea in the construction of
online BIS, the integration of multisourced texts will facilitate
the users, managers, and developers in the following aspects.
1) For the users of online BIS, the aligned multisourced
texts can be read directly and used to find the more
valuable information. For example, if comments from
different sources on the competitive products are well
aligned, the readers can find more valuable information
quickly, and thus to improve the users’ satisfactory.
2) For the managers of online BIS, the alignment of multisourced texts is another form of classification of texts
and can better organize the information from various
sources [22]. The aligned texts can be recognized as
more important data and stored in the data warehouse
for requiring and searching.
3) For the developers of online BIS, the aligned texts can
be used directly as an indicator of certain issues. As the
texts types can be different and become more complex,
the well aligned texts are proved to be more influential
and of valuable for developers to use.
B. Contribution and Outline
Although the integration of multisourced texts shows numerous advances, it is nontrivial to align different types of texts
together. First, it is challenging to find a suitable method to
represent the different types of texts that can also be employed
for mining the correlation among them. The texts of news
articles are usually formally published with explicit semantic meanings, while tweet texts are quite short, informal and

fuzzy of semantic meanings. Second, since the contents of
both tweets and news can change rapidly, it is hard for an
unsupervised method to correlate them without labels. The
hidden semantic meanings of different types of texts can be
various, and thus traditional unsupervised method may connect
the texts of similar features out-of-events, which may lead to
undesirable results.
In this paper, we propose a framework of HINTA to address
the above challenges. As shown Fig. 2, HINTA applies heterogeneous information networks (HINs) to represent the texts.
HINs use the collections of different types of objects to represent texts, and they can also be easily applied for the
calculation of text similarity in all the cases of text types.
Second, HINTA uses the hyper-linked texts as “bridges” to
connect tweets and news, and then infer the correlation relationships among the tweet and news texts. Different from
the previous methods that focus on the interactions between
nodes, we utilize semantic correlations for the computation
of similarities across the two types of networks. Specifically,
HINTA addresses the problem in three steps. First, it transfers
the tweet and news texts to HINs with respect to semantic
meanings, respectively. Then, it calculates the semantic similarities between the two HINs to obtain a few hyper-linked
pairs for further correlations. Finally, it uses three matching
algorithms [the extended meta-path-based similarity algorithm
(MSA), the similarity flooding algorithm (SFA), and the CrossNetwork Anchoring-Based Algorithm] to openly discuss the
matching of the tweet and news pairs, and predict the relationships between two types of texts. Our contributions in this
paper can be summarized as follows.
1) We study a novel problem of multisourced text alignment which could be used for the integration of text
information from different sources in online BIS.
2) We propose a framework of HINTA to address the
challenges of the proposed problem.
3) We conduct extensive experiments on three realworld datasets. The experimental results show that the
proposed framework outperforms the baselines.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II will
take a retrospect of the related works. In Section III, we will
give a formulation of the proposed problem. In Section IV,
we will introduce the framework of HINTA and the basic
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representation of texts. Section V will discuss the matching
problem with three different algorithms. Then, Section VI
shows the experimental results on three real-world datasets.
Finally, Section VII concludes this paper and looks forward
to future works.
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directing to tj and ti , tj have a considerable objects in
common. The link between the two texts is referred as an
anchor link, denoted as ti(1) → tj(2) , and all these pairs form
an anchor link collection R.
B. Problem Definition

II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Text Representation
Text clustering is a widely studied problem in data mining. One of the key challenges is how to represent texts [8].
A typical method is using bag-of-words (BoWs) for representation [24], and the well-known approach TF-IDF is a
classical approach based on it [16]. Other representations
include n-grams (NG) model [20], [23], and vector-space
models [16], etc. As for the representation of tweets, except
the above methods, previous works usually applied existing networks to form HINs, e.g., the users’ (authors’) social
network, retweet network, etc. [25], or simple term-tweet correlation network [26], or from the perspective of whole Twitter
network level [34]. Since none of them can bridge different types of texts, these representations of tweets can not be
directly applied in this paper.
B. Heterogeneous Information Networks
HINs are used to describe the multiattributes of nodes
and edges of networks [8], [9]. In reality, it can be
applied on texts [11]. The author-topic model proposed by
Steyvers et al. [30] can be viewed as the early study of
HINs applied in texts mining. Deng et al. [31] proposed a
topic model with biased propagation algorithm to incorporate heterogeneous information network with topic modeling
in a unified way. Many works have tried to combine the sufficient information on heterogeneous networks (e.g., the text
and links) to detect communities, to analyze the evolution of
networks and to model relational learning [35]–[37], [49]. In
addition, some researchers studied the problem of information
diffusion over networks [32], [33], [38], [39].
III. P RELIMINARY
In this section, we will first provide the formal definitions
of tweet, news, and the anchor links with respect to HINs, and
then formally define the multisourced text alignment problem.
A. Terminology Definition
Definition 1 (Tweet/News): A tweet/news can be represented
by such a heterogeneous information network G(V, E), where
vertexes V contain objects with the following types, text (T),
word (Ow ), named entities (Oe ), and other types like mention
(Om ) and hashtag (Oh ) (only for tweet); and edges E represent
the multiple types of relations connecting the tweet objects.
Note that to discern the two types of texts, we use superscript
“(1)” and “(2),” e.g., T (1) and T (2) , to represent tweet and news
and corresponding objects, respectively.
(1)
Definition 2 (Anchor Link): Given a tweet ti ∈ T (1) and
(2)
a news article tj ∈ T (2) , if they are highly correlated with
(1)
respect to semantic meanings, e.g., ti contains a hyper-link

The studied problem targets at detecting the semantically
corresponding relationships between tweet T (1) and news articles T (2) with respect to certain topics. It can be formally
defined as follows.
Given two types of text corpora T (1) and T (2) which can
be semantically correlated, the text alignment problem targets
at obtaining the corresponding relationship set R, where the
corresponding relationship set consists of anchor links rij =
(1)
(2)
(ti → tj ), i = 1, . . . , |T (1) |; j = 1, . . . , |T (2) |. Note that for
each tweet ti(1) , there is only one news tj(2) .
IV. HINTA F RAMEWORK
We introduce a framework of HINTA to address the multisourced text alignment problem. Fig. 3 shows the general
framework of HINTA based on the commonly used KDD process model of extracting knowledge [18]. One can see that the
framework of aligning the texts is outlined. First, we extract
features from the multisourced texts to construct HINs for
tweets and news, respectively. Then, we calculate the similarities between the two types of texts to get two similarity
graphs (homogeneous networks). In such a step, we will use
all the possible anchor text pairs between tweets and news articles, and then calculate the similarities among the two types of
texts, respectively. The last step is the inference of correlations
on the two networks using different algorithms.
In this section, we introduce the first two parts of the framework. First, we model the tweet and news texts as HINs for
further calculation. Second, we select features from the two
parts for the calculation of the similarity, and construct the
possible pairs according to text similarities.
A. Transform Texts to HINs
In this part, we transform the texts into HINs to represent
the two types of texts in a unified way.
1) Texts to HINs: A tweet HIN consists of nodes belonging to the following object types as shown in the left part
(1)
of Fig. 4: 1) tweet (T (1) ); 2) word (Ow ); 3) hashtag (Oh );
4) mention (Om ); and 5) named entities (O(1)
e ). Similarly,
A news network consists of nodes belonging to the following
(2)
object types: 1) news (T (2) ); 2) word (Ow ); and 3) named
(2)
entities (Oe ). The topological structure of tweet and news
information network is shown in Fig. 4, which forms two star
network schemas, where the tweet and news are in the centers
and all other objects are linked via them, respectively. Links
between the objects denote the semantical correlation among
them, which will contribute to the similarity calculation of the
texts. Note that the weight of an object is defined as c if it
appears c times.
We extract the entities from tweets or news using the tools
developed by [43]. Note that the named entities are extracted
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Illustration of the HINTA framework.

Fig. 4. Schema of the HINs used in HINTA. It contains the tweet part
(left) and news part (right). In the tweet part, we have objects with the type
of entity, word, mention, and hashtag. In the news part, we have objects of
entity and word. The two types of texts are correlated by the objects of entity
and word, and hyper-links.

from “words,” “hashtags (#),” and “mentions (@)” of the
tweet. In order to emphasize such information, we do not move
the corresponding terms out from the above three types of
objects. Compared to tweets, news articles are usually much
longer and contain more words. To more effectively extract
the representative words of news, we utilize both the title and
LDA topic words to obtain the identical words in this paper.
B. Similarity Matrix Construction
1) Network Schema and Meta-Path: Based on the above
introduction, we can form the network schema of both the
tweet and news texts as shown in Fig. 4.
Based on the network schema, we can build the similarity
matrix based on the concept of meta-path introduced in [47]
to measure the semantic similarity among the texts.
2) Meta-Paths for the Similarity Calculation of Tweets:
There are two meta-paths for the calculation of the similarity
of tweets in this paper.
links
(1) Retweet: Tweet −−→ Tweet, whose notation is
(1)
(1)
T →T .
contains
−−−−→
(2) Common
Objects:
Tweet
contains
Word/Entity/Mention/Hashtag ←−−−− Tweet, whose
(1)
(1)
notation is T (1) → Ow /Oe /Om /Oh ← T (1) .
3) Meta-Paths for the Similarity Calculation of News: For
the similarity of news, there are two meta-paths used in this
paper.
links
(1) News: News −−→ News, whose notation is T (2) → T (2) .
contains
contains
(2) Common Objects: News −−−−→ Word/Entity ←−−−−
(2)
(2)
(2)
News, whose notation is T → Ow /Oe ← T (2) .
4) Meta-Paths for the Calculation of Semantic Similarity
Between Tweet and News Texts: In this paper, we apply two

meta-paths for the calculation of the similarity between tweet
and news texts.
links
1) Hyper-Links: Tweet −−→ News, whose notation is
(1)
(2)
T →T .
contains
−−−−→
2) Common
Objects:
Tweet
contains
Word(Entity, Mention, Hashtags)/Entity ←−−−− News,
(1)
(1)
whose notation is T (1) → Ow (Oe , Om , Oh ) ← T (2) .
Note that named entities contain multiple types (e.g., person, location, and organization names), and we calculate the
similarity by distinguishing the name entity type following
the work [45]. In reality, the news texts do not contain mentions and hashtags, and if the mention or hashtag phrases are
appeared in news, we consider that the news texts contain such
objects.
5) Similarity Matrices: PathSim is an effective meta-pathbased similarity measurement [47]. Following this paper we
also introduce a meta-path-based similarity measure “HINT
similarity” (HINTS) to calculate the text similarity.
Definition 3 (HINTS): Let Pi (x ; y) and Pi (x ; •) be
the sets of path # i instances of HINT going from x to y
and those going from x to other nodes in the network. The
semantic closeness between two text nodes can be defined as
follows:
  |Pi (x ; y)| + |Pi (y ; x)| 
(1)
wi
Sim(x, y) =
|Pi (x ; •)| + |Pi (y ; •)|
i

where wi is the weight of the ith meta-path, and we have

i wi = 1.
As the similarity of each text pairs has been defined, we
develop the two similarity matrices according to the numbers of the two types of texts. Let Ai be the adjacency
matrix of a kind of texts with respect to the ith meta-path.
Ai (m, n) = k denotes that there are k concrete path instances
between nodes m and n corresponding to the ith meta-path.
Then, the similarity score matrix among all the texts can be
represented as




(2)
wi Si =
wi · Norm Ai + ATi
S=
i

i

where Norm(·) is the normalization of matrix. Thus, the similarity matrix of all possible connections among tweets is
represented as above.
In the above, we propose to represent the texts and calculate their similarities via HINs. To compute the similarities
between all the texts, in this paper we correlate tweet and news
texts through anchored pairs.
6) Anchor Pairs: The tweet and news texts are usually correlated by such hyper-links with respect to semantic meanings
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF B IASED M ETA -PATHS FOR THE C ALCULATION OF S EMANTIC S IMILARITIES B ETWEEN T WEET AND N EWS T EXTS

based on it, we use three different algorithms to calculate the
similarities between the two types of texts. Finally, we present
the complete algorithm for the alignment of tweet and news
texts.
Since we consider such similarity as correlation between
the two types of texts. We employ the extended MSA, the
SFA [42], and the multinetwork anchoring (MNA) to compute
the similarity between tweets and news articles, and thus we
obtain the promising pairs as shown in our results.
A. Method 1: Extended Meta-Path-Based
Similarity Algorithm

Fig. 5. Illustration of the “one-to-many” corresponding relationships between
(1)
the two types of related texts. One tweet text (t1 ) can only be corresponded
(2)
(2)
to one news text (t1 ) while one news (t1 ) can be associated with several
(1)
(1)
tweets (t1 and t3 ).

(as shown in Fig. 4). With this observation, and for the purpose of information transfer among the comparative texts, in
this paper we first “align” these tweets with news in terms of
semantic meaning and referred these texts as anchored texts.
We first obtain the anchor texts through linked tweets and
news pairs following [50]. Since there are still a considerable
amount of tweets (about 7.9% in our dataset) which are not
closely related to the semantic meaning of news, we filter the
anchor texts by common entities (Oe ) and topic words (Ow ).
In this way, we develop a reliable correlation network across
the two types of texts for further parameter estimation.
The semantic meanings of tweet and news are not totally
identical. One observation is that: a piece of news usually
corresponds to many tweets, while a piece of tweets only corresponds to a piece of news article. Thus, the constraint on this
type of correlation is “one-to-many.” Fig. 5 gives an example
of anchor texts and pairs, one can learn that there are four
“anchor pairs” across the two types of texts.
V. A LGORITHMS FOR A LIGNING
T WEET AND N EWS T EXTS
Once the meta-paths for similarity calculation within the
two corpora are obtained, we calculate the similarity between
the two types of texts for the inference of correlated pairs, and
it serves as the second step of HINTA. We first introduce the
sample pairs as bridges between the two types of texts. Then,

In this part, we introduce the extended meta-path to correlate the tweet and news texts. As mentioned above, traditional
meta-paths are symmetric that the object type sequences of a
path are the same whatever from which end [47]. For exam(1)
ple, meta-path T (1) → Ow ← T (1) , the object type sequence
is “Tweet-Word-Tweet.” We extend the concept of meta-path
to “biased path” for the calculation of tweet and news correlation. Our biased meta-paths are from tweet to news in only
one direction, and the object sequences are not symmetric. We
confine the biased meta-paths in three steps. Different from
HINTS, the correlation between tweet and news is calculated
by combining a symmetric meta-path and an anchored pair.
The correlation Cor(x, y) of object x and y is calculated as
follows:




(3)
Cor(x, y) = Sim x, x ∗ Sim x , y
where x is an object with the same type to x, Sim(x, x ) is
calculated following (1), and Sim(x , y) is an anchored pair
as mentioned above. The biased meta-paths used in this paper
are list in Table I.
B. Method 2: Similarity Flooding Algorithm
The correlation of tweet and news texts calculated of by
SFA is based on the pairwise connectivity graph (PCG) which
is originated from the similarity graph of the two types of
texts. We use the method proposed in [42] to generate such a
PCG, and compute the fixed points of the tweet-news pairs as
the correlation between them.
Having calculated the similarities between the tweet and
news datasets, we can develop a homogeneous graph with
the texts (tweet or news) as nodes and the similarity connections among them as weighted edges. Then, we first define a
PCG as follows: (t(1) , p, t(2) ) ∈ PCG(T (1) , T (2) ) ↔ t(1) ∈ T (1)
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the extended similarity measures based on the crossnetwork anchoring.
Fig. 6. Illustration of the SFA. We first transfer the two network into PCG
(left), and then calculate the similarities by rules (bottom).

and t(2) ∈ T (2) , where p is the correlation score. The PCG is
generated by the method proposed in [42].
To illustrate how the propagation graph is computed, we
illustrate the PCG and the calculating steps in Fig. 6. We
utilize the anchored pairs as the root pairs (as shown in the
part 2 of Fig. 6). The calculation steps can be illustrated as
follows. Let σ (t(1) and t(2) ) ≥ 0 be the similarity measure
of nodes t(1) ∈ T (1) and t(2) ∈ T (2) defined as a total function over T (1) × T (2) , where σ is referred as a mapping. The
SFA is based on an iterative computation of σ -values. Let
σ i denote the mapping between T (1) and T (2) after the ith
iteration. Mapping σ 0 represents the initial similarities among
all the node pairs of T (1) and T (2) . In our example, we assume
that no initial mapping between A and B is available, for example, σ 0 (t(1) , t(2) ) = 1.0 for all t(1) ∈ T (1) and t(2) ∈ T (2) as
shown in Fig. 6. In every iteration, the σ -values for a map pair
σ 0 (t(1) , t(2) ) are incremented by the σ -values of its neighbor
pairs in the propagation graph multiplied by the propagation
coefficients on the edges going from the neighbor pairs to
(1) (2)
(t(1) , t(2) ). For example, after the first iteration σ 1 (t1 , t1 ) =
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
σ 0 (t1 , t1 ) + σ 0 (t(1) , t(2) ) ∗ 0.5 + σ 0 (t2 , t2 ) ∗ 1.0 = 2.5.
(1) (2)
Analogously, σ 1 (t(1) , t(2) ) = σ 0 (t(1) , t(2) ) + σ 0 (t1 , t1 ) ∗
(1) (2)
0
1.0 + σ (t2 , t1 ) ∗ 1.0 = 3.0. Then, all the values in the
propagation network are normalized, i.e., divided by the maximal σ -value (of current iteration) σ 1 (t(1) , t(2) ) = 3.0. After
normalization, we get σ 1 (t(1) , t(2) ) = 1.0, σ 1 (t1(1) , t1(2) ) =
0.833, etc. In general, mapping σ i+1 is computed from
mapping σ i as follows (for clarity, the normalization is
omitted):


σ i+1 t(1) , t(2) = σ i t(1) , t(2)

 
+
w tu(1) , tu(2) , t(1) , t(2)

 
(4)
+
w tv(1) , tv(2) , t(1) , t(2)
(1)

(2)

(1)

where (tu , t(1) ) ∈ T (1) , (tu , t(2) ) ∈ T (2) , and (t(1) , tv ) ∈
(2)
T (1) , (t(2) , tv ) ∈ T (2) . We compute the equation iteratively
till the residual vector δ(σ n , σ n−1 ) becomes less than  for
some n > 0. If (4) does not converge, we will terminate

the computation after some maximal number of iterations.
The convergence of SFA is discussed in [42], and according to it, the algorithm will converge if the graph is well
connected.
In this paper, we normalize σ i by formula σ i+1 =
normalize(σ 0 + σ i + φ(σ 0 + σ i )), and we will discuss the
normalization in Section VI.
C. Method 3: Cross-Network Anchoring-Based Algorithm
This method apply the homogeneous networks after the calculation of similarity between tweets in the tweet network
and news in the news network. Following previous work [14],
we extend the definitions of some widely used measures in
link prediction to correlate the two networks. Fig. 7 show
the basic relationships between such two types of texts,
and the corresponding similarity measures are based on the
(1) (2)
(1) (2)
cross-network anchor pairs (t3 , t3 ) and (t4 , t4 ). Here,
we first defined the neighbors used in the following measures, we only consider the neighbors that are cross-network
anchored.
1) Extended Common Neighbors: The common neighbors
indicate the number of pairs of tweet or news texts that are
semantically related to a particular tweet-news pair. We denote
the number of common neighbors as CN(ti(1) , tj(2) ) between
(1)
(2)
ti in the tweet formed network and tj in the news formed
(1)
network. Then the neighbors of ti in the tweet network can
(1)
(2)
be denoted as (1) (ti ), and the neighbors of tj in the news
(2)
network is (2) (tj ). The extended common neighbor measure
is defined as follows:



(1) (2)
(1)
(2)
.
(5)
CN ti , tj
=  ti
∩A  tj
Noted that ∩A means the common neighbors are all
included in the anchored pairs A.
2) Extended Jaccard’s Coefficient: The extended measure
of Jaccard’s coefficient using the similar method of extending common neighbors. The extended Jaccard’s coefficient
JC(ti(1) , tj(2) ) is defined as a normalized version of common
neighbors divided by the total number of distinct users in
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(2)

(ti ) ∪ (tj )


(1)

(2)

JC ti , tj
where


(1)
(2)
 ti
∪A  tj



(1)
(2)
 ti
∩A  tj


=
(1)
(2)
 ti
∪A  tj

(2)
+  ti


(1)
(2)
.
∪A  tj
−  ti

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF DATASETS

(6)


(1)
=  ti

(7)

3) Extended Adamic/Adar Measure: The adamic/adar measure is used to analyze the links within a social network. Here,
to connect the two types of networks, we extend the measure into the cross text networks settings, where the common
neighbors are weighted by their average degrees in both social
networks

(1) (2)
AA ti , tj

⎛  (1)
⎞
(1)
+  tq
 tp

⎠.
=
log−1 ⎝
2



(1) (2)

∀ tp ,tq

(1)

∈ tp

(2)

∪A  t q

of entities: 1) the person (P); 2) organization (O); and 3) location (L) in tweets and news. After preprocessing, the two
corpora associated with useful properties are obtained and the
description on them is summarized in Table II.
We let three annotators to annotate the text and obtain
the ground truth of the one-to-many matching. The annotated matching results are with 98.3% consensus among the
annotators.
B. Baselines and Assessment Methods

(8)
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we will evaluate the proposed framework
HINTA on three real datasets and compare the MSA, SFA,
and MNA algorithms with several typical baselines.
A. Dataset Description and Preprocessing
Dataset 1: Such a dataset is collected by Guo et al. [50], and
contains tweets spanning over 18 days. Each tweet contains
a URL linking to a news article of CNN or NYTIMES. All
the news of CNN and NYTIMES are published during this
period. The final dataset contains 34 888 tweets and 12 704
news articles.
Dataset 2: The original tweet corpora was crawled from
the over four million followers of Hillary Clinton. We keep
the tweets containing news URLs, and randomly select other
tweets posted from June 1, 2015 to June 7, 2015 to make
up the tweet part. The news part was crawled via the URLs
appeared in the tweets that covered over 20 news sites. The
final dataset contains 5628 tweets and 3653 news articles.
Dataset 3: Similar to DataSet 2, the tweet part consists of
the tweets with URLs and the randomly selected ones posted
from June 25, 2015 to July 2, 2015. The news part was crawled
based on the URLs appeared in the tweets that covered over
20 news sites. The final dataset contains 3847 tweets and 2825
news articles.
Following a similar approach as in [46], we preprocess
tweets and news, respectively, by removing stopwords, extracting hashtags, mentions, keywords, and entities on tweet
datasets, and also entities and keywords on news dataset. By
solving short URLs to expanded identical URLs, we construct
the substitution of out-of-vocabulary words, the moving out of
long-tailed users, tweets. Following [45], we use three types

1) Baselines: In order to study the performances of our
algorithms in the HINTA framework. We conduct the experiments by comparing our methods with eight baseline methods
which are summarized as follows.
2) Proposed Correlation Algorithms: MSA, SFA, and
MNA. The general idea of framework HINTA is transforming the texts into HINs, and using the hyper-linked texts as
anchored pairs for semi-supervised learning. As in the correlating step, HINTA applies three different algorithms to correlate
the texts. Specifically, the MSA correlates the two types of
texts by extended meta-path-based similarities. The SFA models the two types of texts as pairs and correlates them by
calculating the static similarities between them. The MNA calculates the similarities between the two types of texts by three
extended measures.
3) Variants of the Correlation Algorithms: We apply three
types of variants in the correlation algorithm.
(1) Direct Calculation of MSA and MSA-dr: We vary the
MSA by viewing the object types of tweet and news as
the same, and calculate the similarities of the meta-paths
in Table III using HINTS directly.
(2) Variants of SFA, SFA-1, SFA-2, and SFA-3: We try three
other normalization formulas of SFA to form the variants
of SFA, which are denoted as SFA-1, SFA-2, and SFA-3,
respectively. The normalization formulas are illustrated
in Table III. Note that the general idea of function φ
is to increment the similarities of each map pair based
on the similarities of their neighbors in the propagation
graph.
(3) MNA Without Anchored Pairs, MNA-No: We apply the
MNA without using the anchored pairs, and denote it as
MNA-no. Such a variant of MNA can be employed to
investigate the utility of anchored pairs.
4) Commonly Used Text Similarity Measures: To the best of
our knowledge, there is no specific method that can be directly
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF F ORMULA U SED IN THE SFA

employed to the proposed problem. We employ the following
commonly used methods in text analysis to correlate the texts
as baselines [8].
1) Word Co-Occurrence (WCO): The methods using WCOs
to match the two types of texts.
2) TF-IDF + K-Means (TIK): We use the TIK on the
tweets and news articles with equal, and choose the most
closing pairs as correlation.
3) NG: We use the methods using NG for comparison, here
we use the best performance with n = 4.
5) Assessment: We apply two measures to assess the
quality of matching, the F-score and accuracy. We use the
typical definition of the F-score measures. Following [42],
we define the accuracy from the view of how much effort
it saves the user to modify the proposed match result
P = {(t1(1) , t1(2) ), . . . , (tn(1) , tn(2) )} into the labeled dataset L =
{(a1 , b1 ), . . . , (am , bm )}. For simplicity, we assume that deletions and additions of match pairs require the same amount of
effort, and that the verification of a correct match pair is free.
We denote the number of accurate matching as c = |P ∩ L|.
Thus, the number of false positive matchings can be denoted as
n−c, and the false negative matching number is m−c. From the
above definition we can find that (c/m) and (c/n) correspond
to recall and precision of matching. According to [42], the
match accuracy as a function of recall and precision is defined
as follows:
c
n
(n − c) + (m − c)
=
2−
Accuracy = 1 −
m
c
 m

1
.
(9)
= Recall 2 −
Precision
Note that in such a definition, the notion of accuracy only
makes sense if precision is not less than 0.5, i.e., at least half
of the returned matches are correct. Otherwise, the accuracy
is negative.
C. Experiment Settings
In this part, we first introduce the parameter settings of the
proposed methods. The framework contains two parts, the first
part is the calculation of basic similarities among the tweet
and news text datasets. The second part is the three kinds of
different methods. As for the first part, we set the diagonal
vector of tweet meta-paths as [(1/4), . . . , (1/4)], and that of
news meta-paths [(1/2), (1/2)]. As for the second part, we
first introduce the experiment settings of the three methods
proposed in this paper, respectively.
1) The extended MSA and its variant MSA-dr contain six
biased meta-paths which may contribute to the similarity between tweets and news. To be simplicity, we

Fig. 8. Comparison on the methods with and without time constraints. The
y-axis of all the subfigures are ratio of imbalance .

set the diagonal vector of the biased meta-path as
[(1/6), . . . , (1/6)].
2) The fixed points computation contains four different iterative calculational formula on the similarity network. In
this part, we study the four fix point formulas, respectively. According to the experience, the needed iterations
is no more than 48 till the convergence, thus we set the
max iterations as 50, and the θ is 0.05.
In real-world link prediction problems, the data samples are
usually imbalanced. Such an issue also exists in the text alignment problem. Therefore, we test the performances of all the
methods and baselines with imbalanced datasets. In each round
of the cross validation, we sample pairs of user accounts as
the data samples according to different imbalance ratios, i.e.,
#negative pairs and #positive pairs. The following experiments
are conducted under the imbalanced ratio of 10%, 20%, and
30%, respectively. For each method on a dataset with a specific
imbalance ratio, we run the experiments for 100 times.

D. Experimental Result Analysis
In this part, we first investigate the performance of the
proposed algorithms with and without time constraints, and
then we compare the matching results of our algorithms with
the baselines mentioned above.
We investigate the performance of MSA, SFA, MNA with
and without time constraints, respectively. Specifically, the
time constraints mean that we only consider the news articles
(2)
(1)
tj which are published ahead of a tweet ti within three days
(72 h). It is denoted as time gap TG (ti(1) ) − TG (tj(2) ) < 72 h.
Fig. 8 shows the performances of the MSA, SFA, and MNA
with and without time constraints. From the figure one can
see that time constraints contribute significantly to the final
performance of all the methods, which is approximately 30%
on average to the final results of F-score and 35% of accuracy. Generally, the methods with constraints outperform the
corresponding methods without constraints. It is necessary to
apply the “time” as constraints to the methods. Therefore, we
use the time constrained method in the following experiments.
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TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS FOR A LIGNING T WEET AND N EWS T OGETHER . U SE D IFFERENT I MBALANCE R ATIOS
OF THE T HREE DATASETS . (I MBALANCE R ATION = # P OSITIVE ACCOUNT PAIRS / # N EGATIVE ACCOUNT PAIRS )

For simplicity, we will still use “MSA,” “SFA,” and “MNA”
to denote them, respectively.
We also compare the performances of the proposed methods
with the baselines as mentioned before. Table IV shows the
final results in the form of mean and standard deviations of the
two assessment measures. The conclusions of the experimental
results are drew as follows.
First, we investigate whether HINs fit the representation
of various types of texts. As one can see from Table IV,
the proposed HIN-based methods (MSA, SFA, MNA) are
generally performing better than the ones (WCO, TIK, NG)
not using HINs in most cases. Specifically, according to our
statistics, the three proposed HIN-based methods (MSA, SFA,
MNA) averagely outperform the other non-HIN-based methods (WCO, TIK, NG) about 34.5% and 30.2% by F-score
and accuracy, respectively. The results supports the intuition
of this paper, HINs can be used to represent various types of
texts and improve the alignment quality.
Second, we investigate the utility of the anchored pairs by
comparing the performances of MNA with MNA-no. Remind
that the method MNA uses the anchored pairs while MNAno does not use. From the table one can see that the MNA
outperforms MNA-no in all cases, especially in the assessment measure of accuracy (over 80% in the three datasets
with various imbalanced ratios). Averagely, the method MNA
outperforms MNA-no about 86.7% and 100.1% by F-score
and accuracy on the three datasets with different imbalanced
ratios, respectively. Obviously, the result suggests that one of
our motivations is right that anchored texts can be used to
improve the alignment quality.
Finally, there is no specific method performs the best in all
cases. The method MSA outperforms all the other methods
and baselines on the first dataset. However, when it comes to
second and last dataset, the SFA performs the best among all
the methods. That is because the MSA method can get higher
precision than the other methods in most cases, and the SFA
method can usually get higher recall than other methods. To be
more detail, we can find that as for the MSA, the method using
biased meta-path outperforms the one that does not use the first
method. As for the second method the SFA, the method using
the third normalization formula (SFA-3) outperforms all the

Fig. 9.

Case study of the text alignment in the BISs.

other three variants, which confirms the conclusions drew by
Melnik et al. [42].
E. Case Study
We also conduct a case study on dataset 2 which serves as a
dataset of an online business intelligence system. The system
integrates the multisourced texts by aligning the two types of
texts from Twitter and news websites, respectively.
Fig. 9 shows the interface of the system. From the figure one
can see that windows 1 and 2 contain the news and tweets that
are semantically correlated. Specifically, the tweets in the first
window are related to the topic of apple and equal marriage
right. The second window is a news table which is about apple
operation system and the LGBT movement. Each window has a
column called Correlated texts, where tweet 1–4 are correlated
to news texts 2, 3, 2, and 4, respectively, and news 1 has no
correlation (although it is semantically related to 1, 3, due
to the used algorithm, it has not been correlated), news 2 is
correlated two tweet 1 and 3, and news 3 and 4 is correlated to
tweet 2 and 4, respectively. From the figure, we can also see
that the tweets contain more personal views from users, and the
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views are usually direct and emotional. By aligning the texts
from different sources, we can obtain more comprehensive
information from different perspectives.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of integrating the texts
from different sources in online BISs. We propose a framework
HINTA to address the problem. The framework transforms
different types of texts into a unified form of HINs, and applies
three different methods to match the two types of texts based
on anchored pairs. We conduct extensive experiments on three
real-world datasets and the results prove the effectiveness and
efficiency of our framework. This paper a promising attempt
in the problem of text integration in BIS. In the future, we
can integrate more different types of texts via HINs or other
approaches to get more comprehensive information.
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